set of caveats for the application of extant research findings to improving organizational practices in real-world settings.
New Contribution
This review extends previous QI research by examining methodological and conceptual problems in a broad and growing body of QI literature. Our review indicates significant variation in the quality outcomes, interventions, and methods used to study QI effectiveness, as well as a number of potential methodological problems with many of the studies. Both these types of issues raise important questions about research quality and the conclusions that can be drawn from this body of literature. The study will use these critiques as the basis for a series of conceptual and methodological recommendations to improve QI research. Improved methods in QI research are likely to result in enhanced internal validity and generalizability of research findings and, perhaps as important, identification of QI interventions that hold the most promise for improving quality of care.
Analytic Framework
For purposes of this review, health care QI is defined as actions for improving the processes and outcomes of health care, including increasing value; improving responsiveness to customers and consumers; improving outcomes in the areas of safety, effectiveness, timeliness, patient centeredness, equity, and efficiency; reducing variation in outcomes; and increasing organizational adoption and implementation of continuous improvement methods in ongoing operations. The review uses the term intervention(s) to refer to the broad set of changes that are included under this definition of QI. Although QI practitioners have not always incorporated consistent terminology when engaging in these activities, we believe that the adoption of a precise definition and a common term to represent the set of QI activities is important to facilitate a clear and cohesive discussion of a broad and diverse literature.
The review relied on existing literature as well as emergent themes to identify types of QI programs (e.g., data/feedback, information technology, staff education). A second dimension of our review was an assessment of QI effectiveness studies by organization type. Studies were separated into four categories according to the type of organization in which the QI program was introduced: (a) hospital, (b) nursing home, (c) physician group, and (d) other health care organization.
The analytic framework adopted for this review addresses several characteristics of QI programs and the research on such programs. First, classifying the QI interventions into categories narrows the focus to more parsimonious, common groupings to allow comparisons across types of QI changes. given both the proliferation of research in this area and the idiosyncratic quality of QI efforts, the use of common Alexander, Hearld / Review of Quality Improvement Research Methods 237 frameworks is important for comparing study results while still allowing organizations and researchers to test the effects of QI programs that accommodate local conditions. Second, the framework allows comparisons across different types of organizations and allows us to evaluate whether different types of QI studies are more or less common to different types of organizations. Differences may emerge for several reasons, such as resource availability or even applicability of certain types of QI changes in different settings. For example, hospitals may be able to provide greater financial support than physician practices to implement and sustain advanced information technology and sophisticated data feedback systems, thus giving rise to more research in this area.
Method

Inclusion-Exclusion Criteria
Searches were limited to peer-reviewed articles in english-language journals and were confined to original, empirical research on health care organizations, including hospitals, physician groups, nursing homes, and other general health care providers. Non-health care organizations were excluded from analysis, as well as behavioral health care organizations (mental health, substance abuse treatment). Because our review was limited to original, empirical research, we excluded theoretical or conceptual articles on QI models, meta-analyses, and opinion or editorial articles. However, qualitative studies of QI effects were included for review. given our objective of assessing purposive efforts by organizations to improve quality, we excluded purely descriptive studies of QI programs and studies that examined associations between general organizational characteristics and quality. For example, studies examining differences in quality across different nursing home ownership types did not qualify for review.
Although the searches included studies across all years, the review concentrated on research published since 2000. Therefore, although we include studies prior to 2000, we cannot make claims to exhaustiveness.
Search strategy. MeDLINe, CINAHL, and evidence-Based Medicine Reviews were the primary databases used to identify eligible studies. Together these databases capture the majority of the extant health services research on QI. Primary keyword searches of effect of quality improvement were done in these databases. These initial searches returned 7,842 articles. given the extensive number of articles returned by this initial search, we combined predictor and outcome variables as search terms to delimit the body of literature for review. A secondary search that used the outcome variables as keywords in combination with the primary search term was used to narrow our search. For example, for outcomes we queried effect of quality improvement together with mortality. In total, nine outcome variables were paired with each predictor, including mortality, morbidity, unnecessary variation, overuse, underuse, misuse, errors, patient safety , and patient satisfaction. Keywords were mapped to their respective Medical Subject Headings to broaden our search and ensure we captured the corpus of literature relevant to our review. A final search included the type of organization as a third keyword. Using the same example, the final search would include effect of quality improvement, mortality, and hospitals all in the same search. Three specific search terms related to organizational type were included as keywords: hospital, nursing home, and physician practice. These keywords were also mapped to their respective Medical Subject Headings.
Because our focus also included more general organizational changes to improve quality, we repeated our searches using organization change as a search term in place of quality improvement. For example, the search was modified to search for articles with effect of organizational change, mortality, and hospitals all in the text. A supplementary search strategy included bibliography reviews of relevant articles to identify additional articles for analysis.
Full articles were reviewed for variables when abstracts were not available or when the abstract did not contain enough information to accurately determine whether an article was within scope. Subsequent reviews of article bibliographies contained within the secondary database brought the number of fully reviewed articles to 185. They are listed in the appendix.
Coding and synthesis of literature. Prior to initiating full review, the authors reviewed the same 10 articles to assure reliability and accuracy of article coding. All articles were then reviewed to identify study design characteristics, organizational characteristics, predictor and outcome variables, and the direction and significance of the relationships examined. A standardized form was used to ensure consistent coding across articles and reviewers. Study design characteristics included sample size, whether the study was observational or a randomized controlled trial, whether the study was cross-sectional or longitudinal, and whether the study included a comparison or control group. Organizational characteristics included the type of organization (e.g., hospital, nursing home), ownership (e.g., for profit), and the organizational unit where the study was conducted (e.g., intensive care unit), when identified by the study. Predictor variables focused on the types of QI interventions studied, such as benchmarking or the use of clinical reminders. Outcome variables included quality outcomes such as mortality, morbidity, and patient satisfaction.
Because we were interested in QI and process change as general phenomena, the review does not focus on specific QI approaches (e.g., Continuous QI; Plan, Do, Check, Act; Six Sigma). Instead, we chose to focus on the granular interventions that make up these general approaches to process change. The focus on discrete interventions and the use of consistent definitions is important for creating consistency and enabling synthesis across a diverse and largely noncumulative literature. Therefore, a second analytic step focused on grouping the QI interventions into one of nine categories: (a) data/feedback/reminders, (b) case/disease management, (c) evidence-based medicine, (d) information technology, (e) task integration/ decomposition, (f) multidisciplinary teams, (g) practitioner education, (h) patient education, and (i) multiple interventions (grimshaw et al., 2004; McLaughlin & Kaluzny, 2006) . The data/feedback/reminders category was defined as the distribution of summary performance information or information to guide behavior of practitioners. Case/disease management was defined as a formal management program focused on managing the complex health care needs of a patient or a population of patients with a specific clinical condition. Evidence-based medicine was defined as the development or implementation of evidence-based practices in the delivery of care and included practices such as the use of critical pathways or care guidelines. Information technology was defined as the use of information technology in the delivery of care to improve quality. examples of information technology used as QI interventions include the implementation of computerized physician order entry (CPOe) and the adoption of electronic medical records. Task integration/decomposition was defined as the development of new work processes or the redesign of existing work processes through the consolidation or disaggregation of work activities and behaviors. examples of activities that fell within this category include introduction of restrictive policies relating to drugs commonly associated with adverse events, addition of steps to the discharge planning process to improve follow-up, and changes in the physical design of the work space to facilitate hand washing. Multidisciplinary teams involved the creation of a team of health professionals across different disciplines or additions of new members to an existing team working to care for patients. Practitioner education focused on the dissemination of educational materials and clinical recommendations to practitioners, either personally or via mass communication, while patient education included the dissemination of educational materials and recommendations to patients. Finally, the multiple intervention category was created to capture those studies in which more than one intervention was examined but the effects of the individual interventions could not be discerned from the article. In virtually all cases, these studies were designed to capture the combined effects of multiple QI interventions. For example, a study examining the combined effects of the implementation of clinical practice guidelines and the education of practitioners on the use of these guidelines would be classified as multiple interventions. If a study examined more than one type of QI intervention and clearly distinguished the effects of each intervention, the QI interventions were assigned separately to their respective categories. For instance, studies examining the independent effects of clinical practice guidelines and the physician educational seminars on the use of these guidelines were assigned to the evidence-based medicine and practitioner education categories.
Similar coding was done to create consistency across categories of outcome variables. In total, eight categories were used to classify outcome variables. Outcome categories generally corresponded with our search term strategy (e.g., mortality, patient satisfaction). errors and patient safety were collapsed into one category for analytical purposes. An additional category was created to reflect those studies that included process measures as outcomes. Process measures were defined as services or activities done to or on behalf of a patient that are assumed to contribute to a positive health outcome. examples of process measures include the number or rate of recommended procedures done for patients (e.g., lab tests for diabetic patients, adherence to asthma guidelines) and increased adherence to quality protocols (e.g., improved patient assessment and documentation).
A final analytic step involved assigning a 0 or 1 value to each variable (e.g., organizational type, outcome) to indicate whether the study included that variable. For example, a study examining the association between the introduction of an information technology system and medical errors in a hospital would have information technology and errors and hospital coded as 1. These values were subsequently used to calculate variable frequencies by summing across reviewed studies. For articles including more than one predictor or outcome of interest, each variable was assigned a 0 or 1 value. For example, a study examining the effect of information technology and process redesign on medical errors would assign a value of 1 to both information technology and process redesign.
An important consideration in interpreting the results reported in this review is the tendency of the health care literature not to publish findings that reflect null results. Journals are disposed toward those studies that demonstrate positive changes or dramatic findings, or authors are reluctant to submit their work for publication of "no difference" as the main finding. Although most health services researchers would probably take the position that null findings are as informative as those that are statistically significant, this is not the reality of publishing. Although it is difficult to estimate the degree of bias associated with unpublished QI studies that find null results, a generally conservative position would suggest that many studies do not appear in published form because they are not able to demonstrate results that differ significantly from the null. From a different perspective, there is likely to be considerable QI activity (successful and unsuccessful) in health delivery organizations that never reaches the peer-reviewed literature. These activities likely originate from attempts to solve quality or operational problems in delivery organizations without regard to meeting the standards of internal or external validity required by research studies. Dissemination of these practices occurs, if at all, in the practitioner literature or by word of mouth or other informal means. If these assumptions are accepted, results reported in the literature are most likely to both overstate and understate the degree to which QI efforts result in improvements in quality outcomes.
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Results
QI Study Settings, Interventions, and Outcomes
For this study 185 articles relating to the effects of QI were fully reviewed. The majority of articles reviewed (70%) were published since 2000, and nearly 90% were published in the past decade. The range of journals used to publish these studies reflects the growth and diversity in this literature. Our review found studies in general clinical and health services journals as well as domain-specific clinical journals such as those in nursing and pharmacy.
QI research is not evenly distributed across all organizational settings. Nearly 62% (114 articles) focused on QI interventions in hospitals (Table 1) . It is noteworthy that among the hospital-based QI investigations, the majority have been conducted in university teaching hospitals, and a relatively small proportion in community hospitals. Although it is understandable that the university hospitals are more conducive settings to research on the effects of QI interventions, the predominance of these hospitals as the context for QI raises issues about the applicability of study findings to other settings, notably nonuniversity community hospitals. This issue is particularly important given that most hospital admissions occur among community hospitals rather than in teaching hospitals.
In comparison with hospital-based studies, 24% and 11% of reviewed studies were conducted in physician practices and other health care organizations, respectively. A surprisingly low number of nursing home studies (3.8%) explicitly examined the relationship between formal QI interventions or changes and quality-related outcomes. A close review of the studies identified in our searches suggests that much of the qualityrelated research in nursing homes has focused on correlational relationships between general organizational characteristics and quality, with relatively little attention paid to interventions or organizational changes that may result in improved quality. An example of such out-of-scope research is a study by Dellefield (2006) that examined whether the prevalence of pressure ulcers was associated with nursing staff hours, nurse specialization, ratio of nurse supervisors to frontline staff, or for-profit ownership. Studies such as this one are helpful in identifying quality deficiencies but stop short of testing targeted changes to improve these deficiencies.
Similar variation was observed with respect to the types of QI interventions examined in the studies (Table 1 ). More than 30% of all reviewed studies focused on multiple interventions (e.g., physician education and evidenced-based medicine, together with case disease management), and the effects of the interventions or intervention components could not be independently identified. This was particularly true in QI studies set in hospitals and physician practice settings.
These multi-intervention studies were followed in frequency by practitioner education (21.1%) and the use of data and feedback interventions (16.2%). At the lower degree of frequency are those QI studies that focused on the effects of information technology (3.8%) and patient education (also 3.8%). While these numbers are perhaps surprising in light of recent emphasis on information technology and consumer engagement in health care, a review of the studies that did not meet our criteria provide some explanations for these low numbers. Similar to nursing home studies, much of the literature in these areas has thus far focused on describing the development or implementation of information technology or consumer engagement, with considerably less attention paid to evaluations of how these changes relate to QI. Some of this tendency may be explained by the nature of the interventions themselves. information technology interventions (such as electronic medical records), for example, are meta-interventions, with hundreds or even thousands of specific features potentially affecting quality. These characteristics produce a virtually infinite number of combinations of features and local environmental circumstances, making study designs particularly challenging. Process measures were the most common outcome measures used in the reviewed studies, with nearly 45% of all reviewed studies examining the effects of QI interventions on processes of care (Table 2) . While process measures were employed in QI studies in all organizational settings, studies in physician practices were particularly oriented toward process measures, with more than 65% of reviewed articles in physician practice settings using such measures as dependent variables. In contrast, only slightly more than one third of reviewed hospital studies used process measures as outcomes. employing process measures that are purportedly related to clinical QI, versus direct measures of clinical QI, may be a function of the relative accessibility of such measures or their relative importance in the context of specific QI interventions (e.g., beta blockers, particular forms of evidenced-based medicine).
Morbidity (30.8%) was the second-most-common outcome used across all QI studies and was the most frequently used outcome in nursing home studies (57.1%). Underuse (18.4%), overuse (17.3%), and unnecessary variation (17.3%) ranked third, fourth, and fifth as the most frequently used outcomes across all settings. errors/patient safety (6.5%) and patient satisfaction (6.5%) were tied for the least frequently studied outcomes in studies that evaluated the effectiveness of formal QI interventions or changes.
Data Sources and Collection Methods
A wide variety of data collection methods were observed in the QI studies reviewed (Table 2) . These ranged from the use of administrative databases to chart abstraction, survey methods, or even direct observation or surveillance of providers. Of the methods employed, chart abstraction, use of administrative databases, survey methods, and multiple data collection approaches were the most commonly used, representing 38%, 37%, 29%, and 23% of all studies reviewed, respectively. The relative use of these methods appeared to vary somewhat by the organizational context in which the study was conducted. For example, whereas chart abstraction appeared to be predominant in hospital-based QI studies, surveys and administrative databases tended to be more common in QI studies focusing on physician groups or clinical practices. The wide variety of data collection methods used to assess outcomes in QI studies may be viewed as a contributing factor to the lack of comparability of study findings. However, another perspective suggests that such variety is necessary, given the types of interventions being studied or the outcomes of relevance in particular organizational contexts. For example, surveillance and observation of clinical behavior may be more relevant than a review of patient charts if the intervention is focused on changing practice behavior or patterns of interactions between patients and physicians. Alternatively, multiple data collection methods might be best suited for studies that examine not only outcomes but the process of implementing a QI intervention.
It is also worth noting that the source of data for outcomes in QI studies is subject to considerable controversy and may affect comparability of the study results. For example, physicians often object to constructing quality-of-care outcome measures from discharge abstracts or claims data, asserting that such measures are too gross to truly capture the quality of care provided by practitioners. These groups tend to reject almost categorically studies in which outcomes are based on administrative databases. On the other hand, researchers often criticize the expense associated with pulling patient charts and the restrictions such techniques place on obtaining adequate sample sizes to generalize to organizational or patient populations. Although such differences are not likely to be resolved anytime soon, those charged with evaluating QI effectiveness studies should carefully weigh the trade-offs between obtaining large samples of organizations and patients, on one hand, and the more nuanced clinical outcome data obtainable from patient records.
Our review also examined sample sizes of both organizations and participants included in QI studies. Organization sample size indicates the number of organizational settings where the QI intervention was studied. For example, a study by examined the effect of external feedback on care improvement processes related to pneumonia across 36 community hospitals. The organization sample size for this study was 36 hospitals. In contrast, the participant sample focuses on the number of patients or practitioners included in a study. In the Chu et al. study, the participant sample size was 2,057 patients. In this case, the researchers examined the medical charts of 2,057 patients treated within the 36 study hospitals. A distinction between organization and participant samples is important for highlighting the nested and contextual nature of QI interventions. Ignoring such distinctions could lead to inappropriate comparisons across studies, which in turn could lead to incorrect conclusions regarding the effects of a particular QI intervention. Table 3 indicates that the median organizational sample size for all QI studies reviewed was 2, indicating that most of these studies would not be large enough to test statistically for differences in either QI effects or implementation effectiveness across organizational conditions. Both the median and modal sample size for hospital QI articles studies is one hospital, with a mean sample size of 82 hospitals. Mean hospital sample size is inflated by a small number of studies with very large samples. By contrast, the median sample sizes for QI studies in nursing homes, physician practices, and other health delivery organizations are larger, with 19, 42, and 15 organizations, respectively. Although these samples are all larger than those of most hospital QI studies, most are convenience samples and therefore may not represent a defined population of organizations. On the positive side, they are frequently large enough to test statistically for differential effects of QI changes across a limited number of organizational conditions. Similar to organizational samples, descriptive data for the participant sample sizes reveal that very large mean values appear to be driven by a small number of studies with participant samples in the multiple thousands. These studies often rely on discharge abstracts or Medicare data to construct quality measures. For example, a study by included 267,917 patients undergoing coronary artery bypass graft surgery; it abstracted process data from hospital discharge data sets. Median values of participant sample size suggest that the more typical participant sample size averages in the several hundreds. Table 4 presents design characteristics of the studies reviewed. The majority (62%) of QI effectiveness studies employed observational techniques, and 38% utilized experimental/randomized control trial (RCT) designs. Whereas RCT studies have long been considered the gold standard for purposes of establishing internal validity and causality, these designs may not be practical in an organizational context. For example, it may be difficult to randomize patients or providers to experimental and control groups if there is the potential for withholding needed treatment to these groups. The use of RCTs may also be impeded by "ownership" of the QI intervention by key stakeholders, commitment by leadership to the change, and other local conditions that are difficult to reconcile with the randomization and control features associated with such designs. Further, these designs may be subject to the effects of contamination if pilot sites used for testing the intervention are not sufficiently insulated from other units within an organization or practice. These designs also rely heavily on self-selected participants, who may not be representative of the targeted population for the intervention or may be predisposed to be enthusiastic proponents of a particular QI technique. The final disadvantage of RCTs is that they are conducted under, as the name implies, highly controlled conditions. These conditions may not reflect the reality of the context in which the QI practice might normally be introduced and used. Hence, this context-free form of QI effectiveness research may place severe limitations on judging whether the intervention would likely be as effective in other contexts or situations. given the well-documented difficulties in implementing and diffusing best practices in health care delivery, lack of attention to context in RCTs would seem to be antithetical to the goal of greater uptake of best practices in QI.
Study Designs
Although observational studies tend to dominate in QI effectiveness research, this may be more a function of the constraints that RCTs carry rather than the preferred approach to the conduct of such studies. We observed, for example, that many QI studies, whether conducted in hospitals, physician practices or other health care settings, were studies of opportunity, that is, unfunded studies of an administratively or clinically mandated change in an organizational practice. Often these opportunistic studies do not allow sufficient time for careful design or even selection of adequate control groups. For example, fully 30% of the QI studies reviewed contained no comparison group, thus making it difficult to determine Alexander, Hearld / Review of Quality Improvement Research Methods 249 a. % of total represents total sample of articles reviewed (N = 185).
whether the observed outcomes associated with the QI change were equally likely to occur in populations or organizations that did not experience this change. In a similar vein, only about half of all QI studies reviewed assessed qualityrelated outcomes with longitudinal data. This suggests that many QI studies are correlational and do not satisfy the temporal sequencing required to infer causation between the QI intervention and the outcome of interest. Further, the 94 studies that did employ longitudinal methods revealed considerable variability in the way temporal data were incorporated in the study design. For example, relatively few of these studies employed multiple time series observations of the dependent variable. This suggests that these investigations do not assess temporal patterns of change in the outcome of interest. employing multiple time series observations of dependent variables would permit investigators to assess whether changes in outcomes were instantaneous or alternatively required a substantial time period to realize. Similarly, multiple time series observations would enable detection of the presence of change trends prior to the introduction of the QI intervention.
Longitudinal QI studies also differ significantly in their duration. The median length of time during which the dependent variable was assessed was less than 1 year, with many significantly shorter than this. The average study length would be reduced even further if cross-sectional studies were incorporated into this calculation. This may suggest that many studies are of insufficient length to determine the long-term sustainability of quality changes that might result from the QI intervention.
Relatively few of the studies reviewed formally assessed and measured the implementation of the intervention being examined. Only about 7.5%, or 14 of the 185 studies, assessed the implementation of the intervention under investigation. This raises a number of issues pertaining to QI effectiveness. For example, without a formal assessment of intervention implementation, it is unclear whether the findings of no effect are due to the lack of efficacy of the intervention, on one hand, or inappropriate or incomplete implementation of the intervention, on the other.
Similarly, relatively few of the reviewed QI effectiveness studies contained any type of cost-benefit or cost-effectiveness analysis. Only 12% of all studies contained such analysis. This suggests that most QI studies considered only the relationship between the QI change or intervention on one hand, and the outcome of interest on the other. This may not be enough information to inform managers and policy makers of the significance of the intervention or its appropriateness for broader application or dissemination. In other words, it is not sufficient to know whether there is a significant relationship between the introduction of a QI change and an outcome of interest, say, mortality or decrease in the use of undesirable services. even if the effect size is relatively large in such cases, without knowing the cost of introducing the intervention relative to the methods employed, managers are in a weak position to determine the value of a particular QI approach. Indeed, even studies that purport to include a cost-benefit analysis often do not actually measure the cost of adopting or implementing an intervention but simply focus on cost savings that result from these changes. Conversely, studies sometimes focus on demonstrating the cost of the intervention but do not attempt to quantify the benefits or savings that result from that intervention.
Although not the primary focus of this article, our review indicates that correlations obtain between study design characteristics used in QI research, on one hand, and reported outcomes, on the other. For example, 38% of the reviewed articles employed an RCT design (vs. an observational design). These studies, however, were substantially less likely to report significant improvements in quality than were the observational studies (51% vs. 68%, respectively). This suggests that more rigorous designs may be better able to control for unobserved factors other than the QI intervention that can influence change in quality outcomes. Similar, although smaller, differences were observed for studies conducted in single versus multiple organizations. In all, 45% of reviewed articles were conducted in single organizations. These studies reported significant changes in 67% of relationships examined versus only 56% of relationships examined in multiple-organization studies. Finally, our review suggests that studies that employed a longitudinal design (vs. cross-sectional) reported substantially lower rates of positive quality outcomes. Only 56% of the QI relationships that used longitudinal analysis showed a positive association with quality outcomes, compared with almost 77% in cross-sectional studies. Again, these findings point to a conclusion that more rigorous designs are more likely to achieve findings of no difference when the relationship between QI change and quality outcomes is assessed. Put another way, to the extent that the literature is populated by weak study designs, the impact of QI changes may be overstated. Thus design factors may account for some of the inconsistency in findings and create additional difficulty in drawing clear conclusions about the effects of QI on quality-related outcomes.
QI Effectiveness Research: Critical Observations
A number of study design characteristics may limit the practical application of QI study findings beyond the organizations and participants involved in the studies. Among others, our review highlights issues of inadequate study duration, potential selection bias of study participants, and difficulty making generalizations to other organizations due to unique study contexts or variation in intervention characteristics. Another concern raised by this review is the limited attention given to the assessment of intervention implementation, which produces an incomplete picture of the complexity surrounding the contributions and sustained use of QI strategies.
One common methodological problem is short study duration. That is, the effects of most interventions reviewed were measured shortly after the introduction of the innovation or change (typically less than a year, sometimes less than a month), thus making it difficult to tell whether the results were sustainable over a protracted period. Organizational analysis would suggest that many changes have short halflives and that organizations often revert to established routines or practices once the Alexander, Hearld / Review of Quality Improvement Research Methods 251 stimulus of a new intervention or change has been removed. For example, a pre-post study by that examined the effects of automated guideline implementation on guideline adherence collected post data approximately 2 weeks after implementation. given the tendency for organizational changes to experience both entropy and reversion to previous states, this is not a trivial matter. Short-term studies simply do not provide all the requisite information to ascertain whether the changes are going to have long-term effects on quality in these organizational settings.
From a different, but related, perspective, many complex QI interventions, such as those requiring simultaneous, multiple changes in organizational process and structure, may need extended periods to actually demonstrate intended results. A study by Schectman, Schroth, Verne, and Voss (2003) provides a good example of a complex, multifaceted intervention that required significant time to evaluate. This study examined the effects of guideline implementation, supported with practitioner education by opinion leaders and procedure audit and feedback, on variations in care for lower back pain. The intervention also included a patient education component. The evaluation period spanned more than 2 years. Indeed, the general organizational literature maintains that performance downturns often follow the introduction of major organizational change and positive results are observed only after such short-term disruptions are experienced and the new practices institutionalized in the organization. Both these issues point to the need for QI studies to take into consideration the long-term staying power of innovations or changes designed to improve quality.
Many QI studies incorporate either multiple interventions or interventions with multiple components (30% of reviewed studies). One interpretation is that multipleintervention studies are a reflection of the systemic properties of QI and the emphasis on multifaceted strategies to improve quality. Such studies, however, present important challenges for researchers insofar as study designs must be able to assess not only how the combined effects of multiple interventions in combination affect outcomes but also, ideally, how, and the extent to which, individual components of the intervention contribute to these collective efforts. However, from a practical standpoint, parsing out the individual effects of multifaceted strategies is often not possible, and is perhaps even antithetical, to the notion of a systems-based approach to QI. That is, highly interdependent components of a complex system may prevent empirical separation because complex interactions between different components of such systems may produce synergistic results that are lost when the cumulative effect is disaggregated into its component parts. An example of tight interdependence between component parts that was commonly observed in the review related to studies of the effects of evidence-based medicine in which interventions typically required extensive educational interactions with practitioners to introduce the intervention and frequent reminders to improve adoption and implementation rates. For instance, a study by utilized an initial educational session to inform physicians of the appropriate protocols for prescribing antibiotics for acute respiratory infections, complemented by exam room posters to encourage sustained use of the guidelines. Separating these components would likely undermine the use of the guideline intervention and thus preclude an evaluation of its effects. These difficulties notwithstanding, it is important, at a minimum, for researchers to assess the extent to which the individual components of a multifaceted QI intervention are implemented correctly and are operating according to the proposed theory of the intervention. This is a common challenge faced in RCT studies, which often tend to treat the intervention as a single, undifferentiated process. For example, an RCT conducted by Horbar et al. (2004) examined the effect of a multifaceted intervention designed to promote evidence-based surfactant treatment for preterm infants. The intervention involved audit and feedback, evidence reviews, an interactive training workshop, and ongoing faculty support via conference calls and e-mail. Taken together, the components resulted in a significantly positive effect; however, the method of analysis did not allow a determination of how each component of the intervention operationally related to the others, the extent to which the program components were implemented successfully, or the contribution of the individual components of the program to the overall program effects.
In spite of (and because of) the practical limitations that often preclude a direct examination of the individual component effects for most studies, there is considerable value in research that can parse out the individual and combined effects of intervention components. Such studies, perhaps using factorial designs, could help empirically substantiate theoretical arguments about the systemic nature of QI interventions. A study by eccles et al. (2001) provides a good example of how this may be done. To understand the effects of guideline use, audit and feedback, and reminder messages on radiology referrals, eccles et al. used a 2 × 2 factorial design and randomized physicians to four groups: (a) received guideline only (control); (b) received audit and feedback; (c) received reminder messages; and (d) received audit, feedback, and reminder messages. The study found that the combined intervention of audit, feedback, and reminder messages, compared with the control group, significantly reduced the number of radiology referrals. It is interesting that when these component parts were separated, reminder messages significantly reduced the number of radiology referrals while audit and feedback did not have a significant effect on referral rates.
A related issue in QI effectiveness studies is that it is often difficult to determine whether the intervention was fully implemented. Indeed, the vast majority of studies assume that the change has been successfully implemented, and the research focuses on testing for an empirical association between the unmeasured innovation and the outcomes of interest. In multifaceted intervention designs, the complexity of such interventions makes the assessment of implementation particularly important because (a) the probability that all components of the intervention will not be implemented fully increases and (b) many multifaceted interventions assume that the components will function as a system to achieve the desired effects on quality. If one or more of the elements of the system are not implemented, the system does not function as designed. The more complex the intervention, the more important it is to consider whether and how the individual components of the intervention combine to affect the systemic properties of the intervention. To these ends, there are increasing calls for alternative designs to explore questions related to QI effectiveness and implementation (eccles, grimshaw, Campbell, & Ramsay, 2003; grol, Baker, & Moss, 2002) . For example, process and implementation studies are needed to explore questions related to the adoption and sustainability of effective QI practices. The use of other methodological approaches, such as qualitative designs, holds the potential to improve our ability to address these issues. These approaches should be used in conjunction with more-traditional experimental and observational designs to address such key issues. Such multimethod approaches might also address questions related to why some RCTs did not achieve the anticipated effects on quality outcomes. Such explanations, for example, may point to whether the intervention itself was ineffective or the implementation of the intervention was incomplete.
Another issue with QI effectiveness studies is the influence of possible selection bias among those participating in these studies. Specifically, many QI effectiveness studies may suffer from problems of nonrepresentativeness of the physicians and patients who participated in such research, either because they were accustomed to doing these types of change or because they voluntarily participated in the study. In other words, it is possible that those involved in the change process, or being assessed as participants of the change, were not typical candidates for these changes. The most likely scenario is that only those motivated individuals or well-functioning groups might be likely to participate in QI studies, thus raising questions about whether a QI change strategy will work for all groups. For example, a study by examined whether showing a computerized guideline in a CPOe system could reduce the use of vancomycin in a large, tertiary-care teaching hospital. While they observed a positive effect, the focus on users in a large teaching hospital, one with widespread use of CPOe, raises questions about generalization to hospitals without this capability or without previous acceptance of the value of CPOe. Many other QI effectiveness studies were also conducted in large university teaching hospitals, which have organizational cultures well-suited to innovation and change and where research is considered a primary activity. Such may not be the case for small community hospitals that have no teaching or research components to their mission.
Only a small proportion (12%) of the QI effectiveness studies reviewed examined the cost or potential costs of the interventions or conducted a cost-effectiveness assessment of the intervention. Typically, this was because of the lack of available, relevant financial information and also because the investigators apparently did not have the training or expertise to conduct cost-effectiveness assessments of the interventions studied. This is an important omission in the QI effectiveness literature because unless the value of the change to the organization is evaluated (not just its impact on quality), it will remain unclear whether the organization should invest in a particular QI strategy, even if research shows demonstrable effects on QI. Future studies should incorporate cost, cost-effectiveness, or both in their research designs so as to be able to determine the value of the change for the organization and its patients.
Although a substantial proportion of the published studies report magnitude of change resulting from the QI intervention, the approach to assessing effect size varies. For example, there is considerable variation across studies in how magnitude is expressed (e.g., mean, median, correlation, regression coefficient), even across studies focused on similar types of QI interventions, which makes comparisons across these studies difficult. It is also the case that some studies report statistically significant results but show very small incremental improvements in quality while other studies report null findings (perhaps because they are underpowered) but show potentially large, practical QI changes. For example, conducted a study to examine whether data feedback improved the quality of stroke care among 13 hospitals. They found measurable improvements in all seven outcome measures; however, because of the small sample of hospitals, only one outcome reached statistical significance.
Perhaps the most common concern expressed about the QI effectiveness studies is the extent to which the findings of these studies are generalizable to settings other than those in which the study was conducted. Much of this problem may be attributable to the customized effort that goes into many QI initiatives. For example, an important continuous QI principle is the ability to refine production processes on the basis of real-time data. Such efforts entail defining problems at a local level and developing solutions that are often unique to the situation and problems identified. This concern is exacerbated by the fact that many of the QI studies reviewed were done in single organizations, making the issue of generalizability more problematic. For example, a study by measured the effect of an educational program targeting rapid and appropriate antibiotic administration on the management of community-acquired pneumonia in one hospital's emergency department. While their results showed a positive effect, the intervention was based on locally identified deficiencies in the process of community-acquired pneumonia care.
The lack of replication of QI studies also contributes to this concern. Until sufficiently large samples of organizations are included in QI effectiveness studies or until context is specifically considered as an integral influence on the appropriateness (or lack thereof) of a particular QI strategy, the issue of application of QI effectiveness findings will remain unresolved. It is important to note, however, that sample size considerations need to be balanced against the time and cost associated with recruitment and data collection across multiple sites versus single-site studies. For example, sample size requirements for larger studies that may offer greater potential for generalizability may be considerable, and quasi experiments may not be as affordable as true randomized trials involving single organizational samples and smaller numbers of participants.
Although single-organization samples are common in hospital QI studies, it is often the case that a number of subunits are employed in such studies. For example, a QI intervention might be introduced in a medical-surgical unit, and other such units in the hospital used as controls. However, this approach may raise concerns about the integrity of the research or potential ethical conflicts. For example, within a single organization, it may be difficult to limit the effects of contamination across subunits if staff has regular contact with each other. Similarly it may be difficult to introduce controls in such research if withholding a potentially valuable intervention would potentially deprive patients of needed assistance.
Recommendations for Future Research
Several findings of this literature review set the stage for discussion of the future of research about QI and quality outcomes. The first finding is that such a small number of published articles (185 of 7,842) from those yielded in the initial search met the criteria of being empirical, dealing with purposive organizational change aimed at improving quality, and having a dependent variable related to health care quality. The QI literature is clearly large and lacking empirical and theoretical coherence. This is surprising given the extensive discussion in the Institute of Medicine reports and in the systems approach advocated for reducing medical errors and improving quality of care (Joshi, Anderson, & Marwaha, 2002; Meyer & Massagli, 2001; Moray, 1994) . Although the signal-to-noise ratio in our search was small, we do not recommend abandoning descriptive research or policy/management prescriptive literature, which no doubt has a place in the QI literature. However, if we researchers hope to improve our understanding of the effects of QI on quality outcomes, we need to be able to discern what is supported by empirical research from that which is simply prescribed as important. Doing so will require precise definitions, categorization, and operationalization of QI interventions by researchers.
A second important finding involves the variety in the ways QI is defined and operationalized across different studies. For example, a variable such as teams was conceptualized and measured in a number of ways, including team structure, team communication, team personnel, and team climate. This variability reflects the problems identified earlier and, perhaps more important, the absence of a solid conceptual framework that would help identify the key elements of a specific QI change, as well as the relevant outcome for that change. Theoretical and conceptual frameworks relevant to group relationships, organizational change, organizational learning, or adoption and implementation of innovations are only a few examples of those potentially relevant to QI research. Clearly the use of such frameworks would help greatly to organize a literature that is expanding in many disparate directions.
In terms of designing more useful studies, research should seek to address threats to external validity that may result from interactions between intervention characteristics and contextual factors in settings to which one might wish to generalize. This involves considering the extent to which the study results can be generalized from the specific conditions in the study to various defined populations, other variations of the intervention, other outcomes, or other settings in context. In practical terms this might involve replications of a QI study that involve the use of variants of the intervention, different study contexts, or different experimental participants. For example, examined whether the implementation of a critical pathway was associated with a reduction in community-acquired pneumonia in both community and teaching hospitals in Canada. As opposed to most RCTs, in which patients are randomized, this study randomized hospitals to the control and intervention groups, thereby allowing the researchers to control for confounding factors associated with hospital type. Likewise, a study by Daucourt, Saillour-glenisson, Michel, Jutand, and Abouelfath (2003) examined the effectiveness of two different types of thyroid function guidelines. This study examined the effectiveness of these guidelines in small, midsize, and psychiatric hospitals, as well as across different types of units within these hospitals (e.g., general medicine, emergency room, and psychiatry).
Finally, few studies examined the interrelationships of different, supposedly interrelated QI changes to test the effects of systems of organizational factors on quality. Although many of the studies reviewed considered multiple QI changes, these changes were typically not evaluated from a systems theory perspective. The systems approach cited as pivotal to solving patient safety and quality problems by publications such as To Err Is Human (Institute of Medicine, 2000) and Crossing the Quality Chasm (Institute of Medicine, 2001) encourages health services researchers to consider greater application of systems-focused theory to questions of how organizational factors shape quality. A systems approach views outcomes such as quality and errors as the result of interconnected processes and parts that combine to address some common purpose (Institute of Medicine, 2001) . Health services researchers can use these models to better understand how particular quality problems serve as examples of general organizational or work situations. This would help link seemingly disparate types of quality outcomes together, allow different quality outcomes to be studied simultaneously, and allow research results to be generalized more easily in the QI arena (Hoff, Jameson, Hannan, & Flink, 2004) . To achieve more systems focus in QI effectiveness research, study designs would benefit from a multidisciplinary approach. Many QI studies have been designed and conducted by physician investigators with little or no input from economists, organizational behaviorists, or other related disciplines. The narrow focus on medical aspects of QI ignore the critical roles of organizational context, cost-effectiveness, and perhaps most important, the value added by the QI intervention to the patient or organization. Although the logistical considerations of multidisciplinary research are not trivial, the end product is likely to yield findings of greater relevance and utility than those conducted within a single disciplinary perspective.
